K-CTIAA: Automatic Analysis of Cyber Threat Intelligence Based on a Knowledge Graph
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Abstract: Cyber threat intelligence (CTI) sharing has gradually become an important means of dealing with security threats. Considering the growth of cyber threat intelligence, the quick analysis of threats has become a hot topic at present. Researchers have proposed some machine learning and deep learning models to automatically analyze these immense amounts of cyber threat intelligence. However, due to a large amount of network security terminology in CTI, these models based on open-domain corpus perform poorly in the CTI automatic analysis task. To address this problem, we propose an automatic CTI analysis method named K-CTIAA, which can extract threat actions from unstructured CTI by pre-trained models and knowledge graphs. First, the related knowledge in knowledge graphs will be supplemented to the corresponding position in CTI through knowledge query and knowledge insertion, which help the pre-trained model understand the semantics of network security terms and extract threat actions. Second, K-CTIAA reduces the adverse effects of knowledge insertion, usually called the knowledge noise problem, by introducing a visibility matrix and modifying the calculation formula of the self-attention. Third, K-CTIAA maps corresponding countermeasures by using digital artifacts, which can provide some feasible suggestions to prevent attacks. In the test data set, the F1 score of K-CTIAA reaches 0.941. The experimental results show that K-CTIAA can improve the performance of automatic threat intelligence analysis and it has certain significance for dealing with security threats.
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1. Introduction

As communication technology improves rapidly, a growing number of critical infrastructures in our daily life rely on Internet access [1]. However, people are relatively backward in preventing cyber threat actions, and these cyber threat actions against infrastructure will seriously affect people’s daily life [2]. How to prevent cyber threats has become a hot topic at present. Recently, cyber threat intelligence sharing has gradually become an important means of dealing with APT attacks. With cyber threat intelligence sharing, security experts can quickly capture the steps of attack and find the most effective preventive solution [3]. However, the infinite growth of cyber threat reports consumes the limited energy of security experts, which makes it difficult to conduct a timely analysis of each report. Therefore, this paper proposes K-CTIAA, a cyber threat intelligence analysis method based on a pre-trained model and knowledge graphs, which implements the automatic extraction of key information in cyber threat intelligence and helps security experts to be liberated from dozens of pages of cyber threat intelligence. The pre-trained model learns general language knowledge through self-supervision in a large-scale corpus, and this general knowledge can be applied to a wide variety of downstream tasks. In
this way, instead of training a model from scratch with a large amount of data, it can solve new problems with very few samples [4]. The pre-trained language representation model has achieved excellent results in many tasks in natural language processing, and the K-CTIAA experimental results show that it also performs well in the field of network threat intelligence analysis.

Due to the abundance of cyber security terminology in cyber threat intelligence, pre-trained models based on open domain corpus cannot accurately parse the semantics of these specialized terms, which may affect the performance of the cyber threat intelligence analysis task [5]. To address this problem, K-CTIAA looks up the related knowledge of professional terms in the knowledge graph through knowledge query and inputs this knowledge into the pre-trained model. The additional input knowledge can help the pre-trained model understand the semantics of network security terms. Additionally, to allow security experts to quickly respond to incoming cyber threat actions, K-CTIAA provides security experts with countermeasures based on relevant knowledge graphs [6].

Researchers have achieved some results for the automatic analysis of cyber threat intelligence, but these studies rarely consider the professional terms that appear in cyber threat intelligence [7]. Some methods based on machine learning and rules require the participation of experts, which can greatly reduce the efficiency of automated threat intelligence analysis. In addition, some methods based on deep learning cannot understand proper nouns in threat intelligence due to their imperfect semantic parsing, and the accuracy of extraction is low. The main contributions of this paper are described as follows:

- This paper proposes a cyber threat intelligence analysis method by inserting knowledge into the pre-trained model, which can parse the semantic information of network security terms in sentences and extract threat actions.
- This paper introduces a visibility matrix and modifies the calculation formula of the self-attention to reduce the negative impact of knowledge insertion, which is usually called the knowledge noise problem. The performance of the proposed measures is verified in experiments.
- This paper uses the mapping relationship between ATT&CK [8] and D3fend [6] (network security knowledge graphs) to provide countermeasures for the extracted threat actions, which can help security experts quickly respond to upcoming threats.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the details of related works and background. Section 3 introduces the overall architecture of the CTI analysis system and discusses the implementation details of each part in detail. Section 4 displays and analyzes the experimental results, and verifies the effectiveness of our method by comparing the experimental results. Section 5 discusses several key issues about K-CTIAA, while Section 6 contains future work and conclusions.

2. Related Works

2.1. Cybersecurity Threat Intelligence

Cybersecurity threat intelligence analysis is a topic of ongoing interest, and some research has been done in this area. Niakanlahiji et al. [9] and Husari et al. [10] applied syntactic parsing to extract subject–verb–object (SVO) structure from each sentence in CTI, and extracted threat actions based on the SVO structures. Fujii et al. [11] extracted key information from cyber threat intelligence by using named entities and combining them. However, these methods perform poorly in complicated sentences since they ignore the semantic information in the sentences. Noor et al. [12] presented a method based on semantic similarity to extract actions. However, due to the complexity of the calculation of the latent semantic indexing method, when this method is applied to a data set with a large amount of data, it takes a long time to calculate. Husari et al. [13] used entropy and mutual information to extract threat actions. Ramnani et al. [14] proposed a semi-automated method to extract critical information from security documents using pattern matching. However, this method requires manual participation and is inefficient. Satvat et al. [5] used the pre-trained model BERT for threat action extraction and achieved good results,
but the method ignores the terminology in CTI. Sun et al. [15] proposed an automatic approach to generate the CTI records based on multi-type open source threat intelligence management platforms (OSTIPs), combing the NLP method, machine learning method, and cybersecurity threat intelligence knowledge. Preuveneers et al. [16] designed and evaluated a CTI solution that complements the attribute and tagging-based sharing of indicators of compromise with machine learning models for collaborative threat detection.

2.2. Cyber Security Knowledge Graph

A knowledge graph is essentially a semantic network that reveals the relationships between entities [17]. Computers have always faced the dilemma of not obtaining the semantic information of web texts. Although artificial intelligence has made great strides in recent years, even surpassing human performance in certain tasks, it remains satisfactory in some professional fields. The inability of machines to attain the meaning behind professional terms is one of the important reasons for this problem, we need to model the descriptive thing, fill its properties, and expand its connection to other things. In cyber threat intelligence analysis tasks, we also face this dilemma. Therefore, we introduce network security knowledge graphs to solve this problem.

Recently, researchers have conducted extensive research on cyber security knowledge graphs. Herzog et al. [18] created a detailed model of information security, including threat, asset, countermeasure classes and relationships among them. Jia et al. [19] used machine learning to take entities and build an ontology to obtain a cyber security knowledge graph. Syed et al. [20] built a cybersecurity ontology that integrates heterogeneous data and knowledge schemas from different cyber security systems and the most commonly used cybersecurity standards for information sharing and exchange. Noel et al. [21] built CyGraph, a cybersecurity knowledge graph that integrates isolated data and events into a holistic picture for decision support and situational awareness. Ren et al. [22] designed an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) knowledge extraction algorithm for completing and updating the knowledge graph using deep learning and expert knowledge. Li et al. [23] constructed a standardized network security ontology based on knowledge graphs. Hooi et al. [24] proposed a framework to create a knowledge graph of threat actors by building an ontology of threat actors and a named entity recognition system to extract cybersecurity-related entities. Many researchers have open-sourced their knowledge graphs on GitHub [25,26]. However, these knowledge graphs have problems with incomplete information and inconsistent formats, and they need to be preprocessed before they are used.

2.3. Pre-Trained Model Combined with a Knowledge Graph

Pre-trained language representation models such as BERT [27] can obtain common language representations from large corpora. The BERT model has achieved good performance in various tasks of natural language processing. At the same time, some researchers are applying BERT to professional fields, such as military and agriculture [28,29].

However, due to the lack of specialized knowledge in the general corpus, the model has a poor understanding of the semantic information of proper nouns that rarely appear in the general corpus. To address this issue, some researchers combine knowledge graphs with pre-trained models to annotate these difficult terms. As a result, the pre-trained model can obtain the semantics of these terms more accurately. K-BERT [30] proposes a knowledge-supported language representation model, which is compatible with BERT and can combine related knowledge to solve the situation where the pre-trained model does not perform well in a specific domain. K-BERT inserts knowledge into the input in the form of branches and changes the model structure to solve the knowledge noise problem. K-BERT significantly outperforms BERT not only on domain-specific tasks, but also on open-domain tasks.

Some scholars also use other methods to integrate knowledge maps into pre-trained models. These methods can be divided into three types: implicit fusion, explicit fusion, and joint learning of a knowledge graph and a pre-trained model [31].
• Implicit fusion—use embedding to fuse inside the model

Implicit fusion is a relatively direct embedding fusion method. This type of method is based on some KGE (Knowledge Graph Embedding, the most used is Translating Embedding) algorithms to obtain the embeddings of entities and relationships in the knowledge graph, and modify the pre-trained model structure for these embeddings. This type of method constructs the semantic space of the pre-trained model according to the relationship between entities in the knowledge. Representative papers on such methods include ERNIE [32].

• Explicit fusion—fusion without changing the model structure

Compared with the embedding-based combination described above, this idea is more direct: the entities and relationships are directly input into the pre-trained model in the form of tokens after some transformations. The difference from the above methods is that the knowledge is directly fed into the model. Representative papers on such methods include K-BERT [30].

• Joint learning of a knowledge graph and a pre-trained model

In addition to these two methods, some researchers have tried a new approach. This kind of method is not satisfied by simply enhancing the knowledge map to the pre-trained model, but by processing the knowledge map representation learning and knowledge-oriented natural language understanding together. Representative papers on such methods include KEPLER [35].

3. Methodology

3.1. K-CTIAA Architecture

The structure of the cyber threat intelligence automatic analysis model KCTIAA based on the pre-trained model and knowledge graph proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 1. K-CTIAA can be divided into three modules, namely the preprocessing module, the cyber threat intelligence analysis module, and the countermeasures module, respectively.

Figure 1. Framework of K-CTIAA.

In the preprocessing module, as shown in Figure 1, cyber threat intelligence from security companies and related Twitter blogs is automatically crawled by the web crawler tool and saved locally in PDF format. These local PDF files are then converted into model-readable text format by tools such as PDFMiner [34]. In addition, converting some specialized terms in CTI to a more general representation is another work in the preprocessing stage. The purpose of this step is to unify the form of some special nouns. For example, nouns about IP addresses often appear in CTI. They will exist in various forms, such as 192.0.0.112, 207.46.13.174, etc. Despite their various formats, when inserting knowledge, they should all match the term IP address in the knowledge graph. Thus, before the knowledge query step, we need to replace these synonyms with predefined nouns in the knowledge graph according to specific rules. In this way, knowledge can be...
queried more conveniently. In this module, the construction of knowledge graphs is also one of the tasks to be completed. In K-CTIAA, we use the knowledge graphs proposed by some previous researchers and convert them into triples.

The network threat intelligence analysis module first searches knowledge related to entities through knowledge query, which is usually stored in the form of triples. The knowledge obtained from the query is then inserted into the original input statement in the form of tree structure branches through knowledge insertion. Since the model can only accept input with linear structure, as shown in Figure 1, the network threat intelligence analysis module converts the tree input into linear input that can be read by the model according to certain rules. At the same time, in order to reduce the knowledge noise problem caused by inserting knowledge, the cyber threat intelligence analysis module constructs a visible matrix according to the structure of the sentence tree and adds the visible matrix to the calculation formula of self-attention. The construction of the visible matrix is described in Section 3.3. Finally, the threat actions are obtained by the BERT model with modified calculation rules. The detailed process of this module will be demonstrated in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

The main purpose of the countermeasure module is to find countermeasures that match the threat actions. This function of k-CTIAA relies on some efforts of the knowledge graph D3fend. D3fend provides a series of countermeasures, which correspond to threat actions in ATT&CK. As shown in Figure 1, K-CTIAA only needs to map the threatening behavior to ATT&CK and then analyze the digital artifacts between ATT&CK and d3defend to obtain the corresponding countermeasures. The detailed process of this module will be introduced in Section 3.5.

3.2. Knowledge Query and Knowledge Insertion

Before knowledge query, we need to build a network security knowledge graph. In Section 2.2, we discuss in detail the related research in the field of network security knowledge graphs. Many researchers have proposed the construction technology of network security knowledge graphs. The knowledge graph used in K-CTIAA is based on previous research [6,8] and some open-sourced knowledge graphs [25,26]. However, the knowledge maps constructed by different researchers are stored in different forms. We wrote a program that reads these knowledge maps and converts them into a unified format. In K-CTIAA, knowledge graphs are organized and stored in the form of entity–relation–entity triples.

How knowledge graphs are applied to pre-trained models has always been a hot topic of research; Section 2.3 introduces the related research work in detail. Considering the replaceability and extensibility of the model, K-CTIAA chooses the method that does not need to change the model structure. Please refer to Section 2.2 for the detailed introduction of this method. First, K-CTIAA inserts knowledge into cyber threat intelligence to construct a sentence tree with knowledge branches, and then transforms the sentence tree with cyber threat intelligence and knowledge into the BERT model. Compared with other methods, the way of inserting knowledge on the input structure makes the BERT model require little modification, and we can easily replace the BERT model with other pre-trained models. In addition, K-CTIAA can also be quickly applied to other fields after changing the knowledge graph.

Specifically, the process of knowledge fusion is divided into two steps: knowledge query and knowledge insertion. Knowledge query refers to identifying knowledge-related entities in a sentence and finding all knowledge associated with these entities. The method used in this step is keyword matching. First, we need to complete a named entity recognition task to mark all the entities in the sentence. For each entity in the sentence, we need to find matching triples in the knowledge graph. If the entity can match the corresponding triple in the knowledge graph, then the triple is called a piece of knowledge of the entity. We need to note that an entity may correspond to multiple knowledge.

Knowledge insertion refers to inserting relevant knowledge into a sentence and affecting the semantics of the original sentence as little as possible. In fact, knowledge insertion
is a complicated matter. We need to complete the embedding of knowledge semantics without affecting the sentence structure. In K-CTIAA, we use the method of constructing a sentence tree to insert knowledge into the sentence, and then convert the input of the tree structure into the input of the linear structure through specific rules, and modify the calculation method of the model to limit the interference of too much knowledge. All triples matched in the knowledge query step will be inserted into the sentence as branches. As shown in Figure 2, “OceanLotus” matches the relevant entities in the knowledge graph, and the corresponding triple “OceanLotus is group” is inserted into the original sentence as a branch. “Phishing” will be matched to multiple triples which will all be inserted into the sentence as branches.

Figure 2. An example of knowledge query and knowledge insertion.

3.3. Cyber Threat Intelligence Analysis with BERT

In Section 3.2, we obtained a knowledge-integrated sentence tree through knowledge query and knowledge insertion, but the input of the pre-trained model is linear, and the tree-structured sentence tree cannot be directly input into the model. How to convert the input of a tree-shaped structure into a linear structure is the first problem we need to solve.

A concept of hard position coding and soft position coding is introduced to solve this problem. The hard position encoding is the unique encoding of each token according to the depth-first and branch-first rules. According to the number of hard position coding, we can convert the input tree into linear input, but this conversion will cause the loss of the input structure information. Therefore, we put forward a concept of soft position coding. The soft position encoding is the relative encoding according to the different depths of the token in the sentence tree, soft location coding is mainly used to store the input structure information. As shown in Figure 2, the red number under each token represents the soft position of the token, and the black number under each token represents the hard position of the token. The soft position index is fed into the model as location embeddings in the BERT model. In this way, BERT model can obtain the structure information of sentence tree indirectly. The tokens in the sentence are input into the token embedding of the model in the order of hard position encoding. As shown in Figure 3, the input of the model will be obtained by adding three parts, which are token embeddings, segment embeddings, soft position embeddings. The token embedding is the encoding of each token in the input. The segment embedding is the sentence to which the token belongs (this is usually applicable when there are multiple sentences in the input, such as the implication judgment task). The position embedding represents the position of the token in the input. Compared with the BERT model, K-CTIAA replaced the position embedding of the BERT model with soft position embedding, which is the red part in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Input structure of the model.

Using only soft positional embedding instead of positional embedding will result in some issues, such as knowledge noise, which refers to the adverse impact of the inserted knowledge on the semantics of the original sentence. First, the structure of the sentence cannot be completely restored from the soft position, the whole sentence will become confusing and unreadable, which will make the sentence lose its original semantics. Moreover, the original sentence and the inserted knowledge become indistinguishable after inserting the knowledge; their role in both input and computation is the same. This is fatal to the model, because the insertion of knowledge is more of a semantic supplement. If the knowledge is indistinguishable from the original sentence, it will seriously affect the results of subsequent task. For example, in Figure 2, the soft positions of tokens “is” and “has” are also 2. If only soft positions are used to embed the input into the model, the model will not be able to distinguish which one is the clause and which one is the main sentence. If we need to extract the subject–verb–object structure of this sentence, the model will not be able to correctly choose the verb of the original sentence. At the same time, the inserted knowledge will also confuse the semantics of the original sentence, making the original sentence unreadable. If we expand the sentence in the order of input, the entire sentence will not conform to the grammatical and semantic knowledge learned by the pre-trained model during the pre-trained step. Therefore, we need to do something to mitigate the negative effects of inserting knowledge.

In order to reduce the impact of inserted knowledge on the original sentence, we construct a visibility matrix based on the positional relationship of the sentence tree. The value of this matrix will affect the calculation of the self-attention mechanism. Our goal is to reduce the direct impact of knowledge on other tokens (tokens unrelated to knowledge) in the sentence. The size of the matrix is $N + N$ ($N$ represents the number of tokens in the entire sentence after inserting knowledge). For the convenience of representation, we give some definitions as follows: $w_i$ represents the token whose hard position is “i”; $w_i \leftrightarrow w_j$ indicates that $w_i$ and $w_j$ are on the same branch; $w_i \Omega w_j$ indicates that $w_i$ and $w_j$ are not on the same branch.

In the matrix, the original sentence is considered as one branch, and the inserted knowledge is considered as a separate branch, tokens in the same branch are visible to each other, and tokens that are not in the same branch are invisible to each other. If the two tokens are invisible to each other, it means that they should not affect each other during calculation. Under this rule, the input sentence is invisible to the branch of knowledge, and the branch of knowledge is invisible to the input sentence. Only entities in input sentences can receive semantic information about knowledge. The visible matrix draws on the idea of the self-attention mechanism, and the contribution between invisible tokens should be 0 during calculation. The visible matrix is defined as Equation (1). The visible matrix constructed by the above example sentence according to this rule is shown in Figure 4.
The visible matrix is defined as Equation (1). The visible part of the weight after calculating the softmax function is 0, so that the knowledge does not affect the contribution between invisible tokens.

\[
M_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
0 & w_i \leftrightarrow w_j \\
-\infty & w_i \Omega w_j 
\end{cases}
\]  

Figure 4. Visible matrix.

Figure 5 shows the application of the visible matrix in self-attention computation. According to the unmodified self-attention calculating rules, all \( h^{i-1} \) are visible when calculating a certain \( h^i \). If we add the visible matrix in the calculation rule, the weight of part of the \( h^{i-1} \) is set to 0 when calculating the \( h^i \), that is, these \( h^{i-1} \) are on invisible state.

According to the visibility matrix, we can easily distinguish the original sentence from the inserted knowledge. For example, the first word of each sentence is the special token \([CLS]\), and this special token is the beginning of the original sentence. Since this token cannot match any triple and cannot be inserted, the set of visible tokens for this special token is all the tokens of the original sentence.

In addition, we can also use the visibility matrix to avoid knowledge noise. By modifying the calculation method of the self-attention mechanism, as shown in Equations (2)–(4), \( M \) represents the visible matrix of the sentence. If the two are not on the same branch, the weight after calculating the softmax function is 0, so that the knowledge does not affect the semantic information of the original sentence. If two tokens are on the same branch, the corresponding value in the visible matrix is 0, and the softmax calculation result is exactly the same as the ordinary self-attention mechanism.

\[
Q^{i+1}, k^{i+1}, v^{i+1} = h^i,w_q,h^i,W_k,h^i,W_v
\]  

Figure 5. Examples of visible matrix used in self-attention calculations.
Inserting too much knowledge will bring some problems. First, inserting too much knowledge into the original sentence will cause the length of the input to exceed the limits of the model. For example, in the above case, the “pushing” entity will match multiple related knowledge. As shown in Figure 6, many of these knowledge triples are not helpful for the semantic understanding of example sentences. The number of tokens for this knowledge is huge compared to the number of tokens in the original sentence, and some knowledge has no beneficial effect on the semantic understanding of the sentence. If all this knowledge is inserted into the sentence, the length of the sentence will exceed the input limit of the model (the maximum length of the BERT input is limited to 512, which also needs to include [CLS] and [SEP]; the actual available length is only 510). In addition, directly inserting all knowledge may also lead to too messy knowledge.

\[
S^{i+1} = \text{softmax} \left( \frac{Q^{i+1}K^{i+1T} + M}{\sqrt{d_k}} \right)
\]

(3)

\[
h^{i+1} = S^{i+1}V^{i+1}
\]

(4)

### 3.4. Model Structure Improvements

In Sections 3.1–3.3, we discussed in detail how to integrate the knowledge map into the pre-trained model, but this method still has some problems during the experiment. It can be summarized into the following two points: matching too much knowledge causes the length of the sentence tree to exceed the limits of the model, and knowledge cannot acquire semantics according to context.

Inserting too much knowledge will bring some problems. First, inserting too much knowledge into the original sentence will cause the length of the input to exceed the limits of the model. For example, in the above case, the “pushing” entity will match multiple related knowledge. As shown in Figure 6, many of these knowledge triples are not helpful for the semantic understanding of example sentences. The number of tokens for this knowledge is huge compared to the number of tokens in the original sentence, and some knowledge has no beneficial effect on the semantic understanding of the sentence. If all this knowledge is inserted into the sentence, the length of the sentence will exceed the input limit of the model (the maximum length of the BERT input is limited to 512, which also needs to include [CLS] and [SEP]; the actual available length is only 510). In addition, directly inserting all knowledge may also lead to too messy knowledge.

![Diagram of knowledge query result](image)

**Figure 6.** Example of knowledge query result.

Second, K-CTIAA uses triples to organize knowledge graphs, but the knowledge of triples cannot fully reflect the semantic information of knowledge. Simply put, there is a big difference between the structural form of knowledge and the structural form of sentences, which will lead to a poor semantic understanding of knowledge for models trained on the daily corpus. In addition, the semantics of knowledge will also be reflected differently in different contexts, and knowledge needs to be understood in the context.

In response to these two problems, we improved the structure of the model from two aspects. First of all, to solve the problem of inserting too much knowledge, the method we adopt is to sort the relevance of knowledge by Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), filter the knowledge according to the threshold of relevance score, and only retain the knowledge with semantic relevance higher than the threshold 0.08. After screening, the inserted knowledge of sentences will be greatly reduced. In Section 4, we
will discuss in detail the influence of different threshold values on the number of sentences. The elimination of non-essential knowledge in the sentence tree is represented by the elimination of branches with low semantic relevance. For example, the dashed line in Figure 2 represents the branch that was pruned. We discuss the method for determining the pruning threshold for sentence trees in Section 5.

TF-IDF is a statistical method for evaluating the importance of a word to a document set or a document in a corpus. The basic idea is that the importance of a word increases proportionally to the number of times it appears in the document, but decreases inversely proportional to the frequency it appears in the corpus.

TF (Term Frequency) indicates the frequency of terms appearing in the text. This number is usually normalized (usually the term frequency divided by the total number of words in the article) to prevent it from being biased toward long files. TF is expressed by the formula as follows:

$$TF_{ij} = \frac{n_{ij}}{\sum_k n_{kj}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $n_{ij}$ represents the number of occurrences of term $t_i$ in document $d_j$ and $TF_{ij}$ represents the frequency of occurrence of term $t_i$ in document $d_j$.

However, it should be noted that some common words do not have much effect on the theme, but some words that appear less frequently can express the theme of the article, so it is not appropriate to use TF simply. The design of the weight must meet the following: the stronger the ability of a word to predict the topic, the greater the weight, and vice versa.

In all statistical articles, some words only appear in a few of them, so such words greatly affect the theme of the article, and the weight of these words should be designed to be larger. IDF does exactly that.

IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) indicates the popularity of keywords. If there are fewer documents containing an entry, a larger IDF means that the entry can distinguish categories. The IDF of a specific term can be obtained by dividing the total number of documents by the number of documents containing the term and then taking the logarithm of the obtained quotient.

$$IDF_i = \log \frac{|D|}{1 + |\{j : t_j \in d_j\}|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $|D|$ represents the number of all documents, and $|\{j : t_j \in d_j\}|$ represents the number of documents containing $t_j$.

A high word frequency within a particular document, and a low document frequency of that word in the entire collection of documents, can produce a highly weighted TF-IDF. Therefore, TF-IDF tends to filter out common words and keep important words, expressed as Equation (7).

$$TF - IDF = TF \times IDF$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Secondly, to allow the inserted knowledge to also obtain the semantic information of the original sentence, K-CTIAA modifies the construction rules of the visible matrix. Our idea is as follows: we want the inserted knowledge branch to receive semantic information from the main branch, but we want to preserve the restriction of not allowing the main branch to obtain semantics directly from the knowledge branch. This change will transform the visible matrix from a symmetric matrix to an asymmetric matrix, which we believe is valid. We modify the rules of the visible matrix as follows:

- All tokens in the original sentence are visible to the inserted knowledge;
- The inserted knowledge is invisible to the original sentence;
- The inserted knowledge is invisible to each other.

The construction rule of the visible matrix is shown in Equation (8). For the convenience of representation, we give some definitions as follows:
$w_i$ represents the token whose hard position is “$i$”; $w_i \leftrightarrow w_j$ indicates that $w_i$ and $w_j$ are on the same branch; $w_i \Omega w_j$ indicates that $w_i$ and $w_j$ are not on the same branch; $W$ represents the collection of input tokens; $w_i \in W$ indicates that the token character whose hard position is “$i$” comes from the original input; $K$ represents the collection of inserted knowledge; $w_i \in K$ indicates that the token character whose hard position is “$i$” comes from the inserted knowledge.

\[
M_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
0 & w_i \leftrightarrow w_j \\
0 & w_i \in K \text{ and } w_j \in W \\
-\infty & \text{others}
\end{cases}
\] (8)

In order to more clearly demonstrate our modification of the visible matrix construction rules, we use the visible matrix in the previous section as an example. In the sentence tree constructed in Section 3.3, under the new visible matrix construction rule, the transformation of the visible matrix is shown in Figure 7.

### Figure 7. An example of the transformation of the visible matrix definition rules.

#### 3.5. Countermeasure

The countermeasures module is designed to advise security experts on how to respond quickly to upcoming cyber threat actions. However, due to the continuous development of cyber threats, these recommendations cannot completely replace security experts; therefore, the knowledge map of K-CTIAA needs to be updated constantly. The module was implemented by a mapping between D3fend and ATT&CK. D3FEND is a knowledge graph about cybersecurity countermeasure technologies released by MITRE Corporation. This knowledge map collects some strategies to deal with threats and classifies them according to attack techniques. As shown in Figure 8, D3fend uses digital artifacts to map to ATT&CK offensive techniques. This allows us to find the corresponding countermeasure through the mapping relationship after extracting the attack technique. We build a threat action ontology by leveraging MITRE’s ATT&CK and CAPEC efforts. Then, K-CTIAA matches the threat information output by the BERT model to the attack technique of this ontology. Specifically, K-CTIAA inputs the extracted threat information into the ontology as a query, and then calculates the similarity between each candidate attack technique and threat information according to the algorithm to find out the most likely attack technique. Finally, according to the mapping relationship of this attack technology, we can find the corresponding countermeasures of this threat action in D3defend.
The dataset we use is an open-source APT report repository named APTNotes [35]. The entire repository contains 634 APT reports from different security companies, including different APT groups and different years. We use the PDFMiner (a format conversion tool) to convert the reports in PDF format to text format. In fact, this method can also handle cyber threat intelligence from Twitter or other forms, just by converting the cyber threat intelligence to a text format as required.

In the first experiment, we compared K-CTIAA with some previous cyber threat intelligence analysis tools, which we reproduced and tested on the dataset, including TTPDrill [10], and ActionMiner [13]. These results are all summarized in Table 1. In order to prevent the difference in implementation details from causing the model to be less effective than expected, we have also reproduced some commonly used neural network models, including Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Bidirectional Gate Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU), Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Network (Bi-LSTM) and BERT [36] model. These results are all summarized in Table 2.

**Table 1.** Comparison between several cyber threat intelligence analysis tools: TTPDrill, ActionMiner and K-CTIAA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TTPDrill</th>
<th>ActionMiner</th>
<th>K-CTIAA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Comparison between different neural network models and K-CTIAA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>CNN-CRF</th>
<th>BiGRU-CRF</th>
<th>BiLSTM-CRF</th>
<th>BERT-CNN-CRF</th>
<th>BERT-GRU-CRF</th>
<th>BERT-BiLSTM-CRF</th>
<th>K-CTIAA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, we verify the effectiveness of our two improvements in knowledge fusion on K-CTIAA through two other experiments. K-CTIAA without sentence tree pruning is added to the experiment as a control group, and this group will be compared with K-CTIAA to verify the effect of sentence tree pruning. Likewise, we design another experiment to verify the performance improvement brought by modifying the visible matrix construction rules. A model that builds rules using the matrix visible on in Figure 4 will be compared with the results of K-CTIAA. All the experimental results are shown in Table 3.
and Figure 9; K-CTIAA/WO_STP represents K-CTIAA without sentence tree pruning, and K-CTIAA/WO_MM represents K-CTIAA without visible matrix rule modification.

Table 3. Experimental result of ablation experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. F1 score of ablation experiment.

In the second experiment, we explored the threshold for pruning. First, we compared the F1 scores of K-CTIAA with different thresholds. The optimal solution to this threshold may exist in many cases, but for the sake of our analysis, we put forward an assumption that only one optimal solution will appear in the threshold of control pruning. This change is continuous, and the optimal solution cannot be obtained if the threshold is set higher or lower than this value. Based on this assumption, we set different thresholds to calculate the F1 score of K-CTIAA under the same conditions, and the results are shown in Table 4. Secondly, in order to understand the influence of different thresholds on the number of pruning, we calculated the average number of knowledge branches inserted by each entity under different thresholds, which can help us intuitively understand the influence of threshold setting on the model. The detailed data are shown in Table 5.

Table 4. F1 score of K-CTIAA under different pruning thresholds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>0.04</th>
<th>0.06</th>
<th>0.08</th>
<th>0.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Average number of knowledge branches inserted into each entity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Average Number of Knowledge Branches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the experiment results, the F1 score of K-CTIAA is significantly higher than that of the BERT model without knowledge graphs, which confirms that the knowledge
graph can help the pre-trained model to better understand semantic information and thus achieve higher accuracy, while the sentence tree pruning has limited improvement on K-CTIAA. We speculate that there may be several reasons as follows. First of all, the complexity of the network security knowledge graph is relatively simple, which will lead to relatively few entities associated with various knowledge, and the scope of application of pruning rules is small. Secondly, there are certain shortcomings in the correlation algorithm between sentences and knowledge. TF-IDF cannot reflect the correlation between the two well. Relatively speaking, modifying the visible matrix construction rules can also significantly improve the effectiveness of K-CTIAA. This proves that knowledge also needs to be understood in context. By modifying the construction rules of the visible matrix, the semantic information of the context can also be integrated into the knowledge, so that the semantics of the knowledge in different contexts can be more accurate.

5. Discussion

In this section, we first briefly analyze the experimental results, and then discuss simply the following five issues:

- How to set the pruning threshold.
- Why does the visible matrix need to be changed? Does the inserted knowledge need to acquire the semantics of the original sentence?
- Why choose a pre-trained model, and how to replace the BERT model in K-CTIAA?
- How does K-CTIAA cope with different requirements?
- Dynamic knowledge graph completion.

5.1. How to Set the Pruning Threshold

It is clear that the pruning of the sentence tree is necessary and useful, and experimental results have proved this point. Regarding the question of the threshold setting, this paper conducts experiments by setting different thresholds and compares the experimental results to determine the pruning threshold of K-CTIAA. In theory, the number of triples to be kept is closely related to the dataset and knowledge graph. The larger the knowledge graph, the greater the amounts of relevant knowledge it contains and knowledge it needs to retain. At the same time, the larger the scale of the knowledge graph, the higher the frequency of pruning that is required, and the lower the pruning threshold that needs to be set, because the relevance of knowledge will decrease. It is unwise to set the knowledge pruning threshold arbitrarily. As shown in Table 5, there is no obvious boundary value for the division of thresholds, and changing the rules for judging knowledge is also one of the feasible tasks in the future. In addition, different entities will have large gaps in calculating the relevant scores related to knowledge, so there are also theoretical flaws in dealing with different entities according to established standards, which is also the future work of K-CTIAA. We believe that a better method is to learn the filtering process through the model itself based on semantic filtering knowledge, but this learning process requires sufficient data support, and the lack of a large amount of data is also one of the tasks that need to be completed in the field of network threat intelligence analysis.

5.2. Is Knowledge Required to Acquire the Semantics of the Original Sentence?

We believe the answer to this question is yes, and our experimental results confirm this. Knowledge has different meanings in different contexts. Logically speaking, knowledge can also be regarded as a special sentence, and the meaning of sentences also needs to consider the special context in which it is located. In fact, scholars have already undertaken research in this regard. Researchers from the Microsoft team leverage external entity descriptions to provide contextual information for graph entities [37]. Their proposed model achieved SOTA on the Commonsense QA benchmark. For this problem, the measures we take do not require the introduction of additional contextual information, and only use the form of triples for knowledge fusion. By modifying the visible matrix, the knowledge can obtain
the semantic information of the input context. However, on the starting point, our ideas are the same: we all believe that knowledge itself cannot be understood in isolation.

5.3. Choice of the Pre-Trained Model

In the experimental part of this post, we compared K-CTIAA with the BERT model, and we performed better than other methods. However, the current pre-trained model is developing rapidly, and the BERT model has been overtaken by other pre-trained models. Does this mean that our method is backward? We believe that the answer is no. In Section 3, we also explained the advantages of the K-BERT model structure: it can be compatible with other pre-trained models. In fact, we only need to change the basic model of K-CTIAA from BERT to any other pre-trained model based on transform through some simple changes. We only need two steps to transform a pre-trained model into the architecture of the K-CTIAA model: the first step is to add a knowledge query and just inserted modules before the input of the pre-trained model, and transform the input into the input of the model format; the second step is to add the visible matrix \( M \) to the calculation formula of self-attention in transform. After completing these two steps, K-CTIAA is able to upgrade its cores, thereby improving its performance. One purpose of this paper is to verify that the knowledge graph can improve the performance of the pre-trained model in the field of cyber threat intelligence analysis, rather than simply pursuing higher F1 scores. Changing the pre-trained model can achieve better performance, but that is not the focus of our research. Another point to consider is that the iteration speed of the current pre-trained model is too fast, and the SOTA model is constantly changing. We believe that the more basic BERT model is more representative.

5.4. How Does K-CTIAA Cope with Different Requirements?

In Section 3, we talked in detail about how a phishing email attack could be matched into a countermeasure, but not all situations require finding a countermeasure. In some cases, users may want to know more about the relevant information of this threat action. For example, users would like to see threat intelligence in a standard sharing format, or extracted Indicators of Compromise organized as a graph, or TTPS of threat actions based on analysis. In fact, these organizational forms are based on threat actions. With a little modification, K-CTIAA can transform the extracted threat actions into the corresponding format. Suppose that if K-CTIAA needs to analyze the TTPS of a threat action, K-CTIAA can first extract the relevant technologies by the threat action, then match them into the corresponding Technique, and then complete the TTPS of this threat action according to the prior knowledge in ATT&CK. Similarly, we can make different processing of the threat actions and Indicators of Compromise extracted by K-CTIAA to meet different requirements.

5.5. Dynamic Knowledge Graph Completion

A knowledge graph is generally constructed manually or learned directly through representation learning. For such an incomplete knowledge graph obtained manually or semi-automatically, especially for sparse or implicit relationships that have not been excavated, if there is a method to complete it to a certain extent, the knowledge graph can become more complete.

At present, we have some ideas and problems about the knowledge graph completion. We have three proposals. The first method is to use the existing knowledge graph to help improve our own. In this paper, the knowledge graph we used is based on the existing knowledge graph. We can track the updates of these knowledge graphs and synchronize their updates at any time through the crawler tool, but this method requires authoritative and constantly updated data sources.

The second method is to use the knowledge graph completion technology to complete the knowledge graph in the process of use. This scheme is similar to the learning process of human beings, which means that knowledge is learned during the process of analyzing threat intelligence, and this knowledge will be added to the knowledge graph. However,
the correctness of the knowledge extracted by this method needs to be carefully considered and may require the participation of experts in the review.

The third method is similar to the second, but we think this one is more reliable. We no longer rely on the model to directly learn knowledge, but allow the model in the training process to recognize entities; this task was better solved in NLP. At the same time, we train a model, through which the relationship between entities is predicted. This method also has the problem of knowledge correctness.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a network threat intelligence automatic analysis tool, KCTIAA. KCTIAA enhances the model’s understanding of cybersecurity terminology by integrating the cybersecurity knowledge graph into the pre-trained model. KCTIAA proposes two new improved methods for the knowledge fusion of pre-trained models. In addition, based on the relevant knowledge of the network security knowledge graph, KCTIAA can find information related to threat actors and provide corresponding threat behavior countermeasures, which will help network security experts deal with various network security issues. Experimental results show that KCTIAA achieves better results than other methods.

In the future, we will work on improving our method and study how to select appropriate knowledge from knowledge graphs. We firmly believe that screening knowledge is necessary, and some recent research may give us inspiration [38]. In addition, research on how to correctly construct the knowledge graph and dynamically update the knowledge map can also be undertaken in the future. Finally, using knowledge through prompt learning can also be investigated.
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